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Introduction
This is the final report of the National Venturer Scout Youth Forum held at “Wild Dayz”, the 15th
Australian Venture, in January 2012.
There are four parts to the report:
1. Introductory Information
2. The findings of the Forum itself, as written by the delegates to the Forum;
3. Venture feedback and future recommendations from Forum delegates;
4. A report from the Forum Coordinator for future forum coordinators and future Venture
Organising Committees.
The Youth Forum was held in the Venture Function Centre, alongside the Admin Centre on site at
Quercus Park (the site of the Venture). The Forum ran between 9am and 5pm on Thursday 12th January,
2012. It was attended by 25 delegates from each Branch of Scouts Australia, with the exception of
Northern Territory.
A one-hour pre-Forum briefing session was conducted two days prior to the Forum in order to take care
of ‘housekeeping’ matters as well as to allow the delegates to select two topics for of their own for
discussion.

Thank You
I would like to thank the following people for their outstanding support in the organisation and running
of the Forum:




















Chris Neilsen – Vice Chairman, National Youth Council, Assistant Forum Coordinator, MC
Dot McCullagh – Chief Director, 15th Australian Venture
Donna McDermott – Deputy Director, 15th Australian Venture & BC Venturer Scouts, Tasmania
Mike Patten – Camp Chief & Chief Commissioner, Tasmania Branch
Stephen Smart – Database Administrator, 15th Australian Venture
Julie Creed – Registrations, 15th Australian Venture
All other members of the Venture Organising Committee directorates who helped me in many
ways over the course of the Venture.
John Clarke - National Commissioner Youth Program, Scouts Australia
Paul Morrison - Branch Commissioner Venturers & Contingent Leader, WA
Cliff Dent – Branch Commissioner Venturers, Victoria
Natasha Wylie – Branch Commissioner Venturers, SA
Phil McNicol – Branch Commissioner Venturers & Contingent Leader, Queensland
Phil Crawford – State Commissioner Venturers, NSW
Michael “Max” McDonnell – Outgoing Branch Commissioner Venturers, ACT
Ben Keily – Incoming Branch Commissioner Venturers & Contingent Leader, ACT
Andrew Millen – Contingent Leader, NSW
Aaron Wardle – Deputy Contingent Leader, NSW
Gary Steinhardt – Contingent Leader, Victoria
Chris Wise – Contingent Leader, SA
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Delegates
Delegates are to be congratulated for volunteering a day of their Venture Experience for the future
benefit of Scouting & Venturing in Australia:
Name
Austin
Stephanie
Angus
Heather
Melinda
Patt
Tim
Alex
Ben
Harley
Margie
Ryan
Hayley
Johanna
Katie
Natasha
Sam
Sebastian
Chelsea
Damian
Dalton
Dani
Sam
Ben
Jonene

Harvey
McConnell
Boxall*~
Divine
Varcoe~
Watts~
Smart
Carver
Fitzgerald~
Miles~
Dickson
Kidd*
Sheehy
Huffa~
Williams*~
Wood
Klose~
Terreux~
Bye
Mazur
Burzacott~
Rothwell
Cooke
Tomlinson
Barrett~

State
ACT
ACT
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
Qld
Qld
Qld
Qld
Qld
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
Tas
Tas
Vic
Vic
Vic
WA
WA

Home Venturer Unit
Mount Mugga
Macarthur
1st Winston Hills
1st Albion Park
1st Blaxland
1st Oakville
1st Seaforth
Albany Creek Scout Group
Grovely Scout Group
Glenore Grove Scout Group
Taringa Milton Toowong Scout Group
Burleigh Heads Scout Group
Camden Park
Belair
Pt Noarlunga
Flagstaff Hill
Mt Lofty
College Park
Westbury
Kingston
1st Sth Frankston
Casey District
1st City of Camberwell
Bateman Winthrop 1st Scout Group

*Representing Scouts Australia National Youth Council.
~ Completed Mawson Scholarship in Leadership Course in 2011.

Facilitators
A big thank you to the following people whose support of the Forum as facilitators was exceptional:
Chris Neilsen
Jason Thomson
Alex Motyka

Vice Chairman, National Youth Council
Assistant International Commissioner, Scouts Australia
Assistant Branch Commissioner (Youth Program)
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Special Guests
Thanks to the following guests who attended the final presentations and listened to the delegates’
recommendations:

Name
Reg Williams
David Jones
Michael Patten
John Clarke
Chris Neilsen
Shaun Sandilands
Nicole Strachan
Jason Thomson
Dot McCullagh
Donna McDermott
Bob Taylor
John Derbyshire
Terry Brooke
Chris Wise
Paul Morrison
Ben Keily
Michael McDonell
Phil McNicol
Andrew Millen
Aaron Wardle
Gary Steinhardt
Nicola Capon
Cory Lang
Sarah Ross
Alex Motyka
Carolyn Corkindale
Ryan Beeby
Stephen Dennis
Chris Dunne
Doug Scott
Donna Hughes
Jeff Price

Position
Chief Commissioner, Scouts Australia
National Executive Committee Chairman, Scouts Australia
Chief Commissioner, Tasmania Branch
National Commissioner Youth Program, Scouts Australia
Vice Chair, National Youth Council
Vice Chairman, National Rover Council
Training and Development Officer, National Rover Council
Assistant International Commissioner, Scouts Australia
Chief Director, 15th Australian Venture
Deputy Director, 15th Australian Venture
Branch Commissioner, Venturer Scouts, Tasmania Branch
Chief Commissioner, Victoria Branch
Chief Commissioner, South Australia Branch
Deputy Chief Commissioner (Major Events), New South Wales Branch

Contingent Leader, South Australia
Chief Director, 16th Australian Venture (AJ2015 - SA Heaps Good!)
Branch Commissioner, Venturer Scouts, Western Australia Branch
Contingent Leader, Western Australia
Branch Commissioner, Venturer Scouts, ACT Branch
Contingent Leader, Australian Capital Territory
ACT Contingent
Branch Commissioner, Venturer Scouts, Queensland Branch
Contingent Leader, Queensland
Contingent Leader, New South Wales
Deputy Contingent Leader, New South Wales
Contingent Leader, Victoria
Deputy Contingent Leader, South Australia
New Zealand Contingent
New Zealand Contingent
Assistant Branch Commissioner (Youth Program), NSW Branch
Branch Commissioner, Scouts, South Australia Branch
Deputy Chair, Branch Rover Council, Victoria
Line Leader, Unit 0703, Wild Dayz (Victoria Branch)
Line Leader, Unit 0502, Wild Dayz (Qld Branch)
Line Leader, Unit 0809, Wild Dayz (Vic Branch)
Line Leader, Unit 1901 (Vic Branch)
Assistant Leader, Unit 1903 (Qld Branch)
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Apologies
Sincere apologies were received from:
Name

Position

Paul Parkinson
Nathan Delaney
Doug Menzies
Phil Crawford
Cliff Dent
Geoff Anderson

National Commissioner - Adult Training and Development, Scouts Australia
Chair, National Youth Council
Chief Commissioner, New South Wales Branch
State Commissioner for Venturer Scouts, New South Wales
Branch Commissioner for Venturer Scouts, Victoria
Line Leader, Unit 1402, Wild Dayz (NSW Branch)

Venturer Recommendations
Delegates considered four topics, two of which were determined prior to the Venture, and two at the
pre-Forum briefing session.
How the topics were selected:
Through the BCs for Venturer Scouts, each Branch was asked to nominate possible topics they would
like discussed at the Forum. Additionally, the National Team, and specifically the National Commissioner
for Youth Program provided input to ensure topics covered current Scouts Australia initiatives. The
National Youth Council was also offered the opportunity to ask the Forum for input on topics they were
currently working on.
A final selection of topics was made between the Youth Program Commissioner and the Forum
Coordinator in November 2011. Topics were then communicated to delegates via post in early
December 2011.
At the pre-Forum briefing, Venturers wrote up their issues on sticky notes. Issues were organised into
broad topic areas. Each Venturer was allowed two votes to place against their preferred topics. The two
highest scoring topics completed the list of four total topics for discussion.
Discussion groups (5 delegates per group) were free to tackle the topics in any order they chose. They
were given no hierarchy of importance to the topics. It was also made clear that they weren’t expected
to be able to thoroughly tackle all of the topics in the allotted time.
It needs to be understood that the nature of a Forum run over a single day such as this, denies the
opportunity for participants to perform any research beyond discussions with people in the room.
Inaccuracies and assumptions will appear in their discussions and reports. (One of the expectations of
communicating the first two topics to delegates well ahead of the Venture was that delegates could
ask for input from fellow Venturers and their Leaders.) Nevertheless, it is worth taking from these
statements some understanding of what our members believe to be true, and what misconceptions
they may have.
On the following pages are a summary of discussions and the recommendations for each topic, as
written by the delegates themselves during the afternoon of the Forum.
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Bullying and Harassment in Scouting
Background:
There is a growing body of anecdotal evidence that suggests that bullying and harassment occurs to
various degrees within Scouting. This is an issue that we have to take seriously as an organization. We
believe strongly that our young members need to be part of helping us find solutions that minimize the
occurrence of bullying and harassment, and its impact on individuals.
Summary Of Discussions:
 There are many that believe that the Victorian contingent jumpers have increased the rivalry
between states. While some believe that these jumpers are a joke made in good humour, it gave
some the opportunity to intimidate others. Kick-a-Vic day is another example of the interstate
rivalry that exists in Australian Scouting.
 Bullying is more easily prevented than fixed. The discussions point to some ways in which
bullying can be minimized because it cannot be completely removed from society, let alone
Scouting. One possibility is to include sections that focus on bullying into courses such as Unit
Management and Leadership.
 Leaders need to take on a bigger role in helping to minimize bullying. Many believe that lack of
information on bullying is making it harder for leaders to assist Venturers. A proposed way to
deal with this is the introduction of a new section in initial leader training that covers bullying as
its’ main topic.
 Venturer units can become exclusive as they are a group of people spending a lot of time
together. When bullying occurs within these units the victims can feel isolated from their unit.
Communication with Venturers from other units could help Venturers form friendships outside
their own unit allowing them the opportunity to still feel like they belong to Scouting.
 Each unit has its own constitution in which it outlines how the unit should be run. It was
discussed that the constitution for each individual unit should include a code of conduct section
in relation to bullying.
 During the Wild Dayz Venture there was a need to have the Contingent Welfare Officers made
known to their contingent before the Venture. This would have made it much easier for the
Venturers to go to their Welfare Officer and talk to them if needed.
Recommendations:
The Venturers of the 2012 National Venturer Scout Youth Forum make the following recommendations
on this topic:
 Including bullying topics in courses such as Unit Management and Leadership to extend
awareness to more Venturers
 Initiate a warning system that has consequences for bullying. The more severe consequences
could include suspension from Scouting
 Creation of a guide for leaders to be included in the leaders manual during initial training that
outlines how to recognize and handle bullying
 That an appropriate body including representatives from each state (such as the Venture
Organising Committee or the Venturer Youth Program Team) approve the contingent
merchandise designs before they are finalized and shown to the public. This will need to be
approved well in advance of the Venture.
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Recruiting, Linking and Cultural and Ethnic Minorities
Background:
There is a dramatic difference in membership numbers between Scouts and Venturers and then
between Venturers and Rovers. We feel there is a great need to help retain numbers throughout the
sections and recruit new members to all sections. Also; Scouts is an worldwide movement that accepts
all cultural and ethnic backgrounds. Despite this and Australia’s multicultural society, Scouts Australia
has predominately white, Caucasian, middle-class members. We feel that it is important to engage and
recruit members from different cultural and ethnic backgrounds including indigenous Australians,
immigrants and refugees.
Summary Of Discussions:
Linking:
 Increased workload
 Changing social groups
 Increased responsibility
 Not all scout groups have venturer units
 Lack of intersectional activities/relations
 Chosen a pathway that does not involve scouts, eg. Sport, jobs…
 Less structured badge work system
 Lack of leaders (especially female leaders)
 Quarrels between sections
 When linking encourage people to share their experiences of higher sections
 Try venturer badge reinstated
 Reinforce that stereotypes aren’t always correct, eg. Rovers drink all the time, venturers
are idiotic…
 Large age gap between start and end of rovers,
 No time
 Younger venturers neglected by rovers
 Monetary issues
Recruitment:
 YouTube channel specifically for youth members to upload videos of their experience in
scouting as advertisement, to prevent misleading advertising and show what really
happens from a scouts point of view
 TV ad advertising the scouting life style, including all aspects of scouting not just
adventurous activities.
 Advertising scouting at large events, eg. Carnivals, fetes, shows, council events, sports
clubs…
 Discussion of scouting over local radio stations, eg. Jamborees, ventures, moots, try
sailing days, serious cup, dragon skin, AG, VG…
 Push for members to encourage friends to join
 Encourage rovers to become leaders before or after they are booted
 Well structured programs
 Promote more opportunities that scouts provide, eg. SISEP, international events, V.E.T
 More relevant Australian Chief Scout (like Bear Grylls)
 Scouts Australia promotional merchandise
National Venturer Scout Youth Forum – Final Report (2012)
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Spreading scouts on the internet, radio and TV, (Facebook sidebar advertisement, world
scout day google header)
Creating partnerships with other organizations (eg. Outdoor education centers, outward
bound, adventure camps for the public) and strengthen current partnerships (eg.
Snowgum)
Community involvement
Fundraising for awareness not just money
Increased awareness of job week
Promote scouts flexibility
Create apps for scouting eg. Badgework

Cultural and Ethnic minorities:
 Shape units and groups to accept different cultural and ethnic groups
 Push for more involvement in citizenship ceremonies
 Push to remove racial prejudice
 Hold events at local cultural clubs
 Have different cultural and ethnic groups in TV ads to demonstrate that anyone can join
scouts
 Create a fund to help less fortunate people join scouts/ assist less fortunate people to
raise funds for activities
 Create a badge related to help less fortunate people or ethnic minorities
 Talk to cultural or ethnic minorities about why they don’t join scouts as there may be
religious or cultural reasons why.
Recommendations:
The Venturers of the 2012 national Venturer Scout Youth Forum make the following recommendations
on this topic:
Linking
 Promote intersectional activities, eg. Roventure (combined Rover and Venture activity),
Ventout (combined venture and scout activity), and joint nights.
 Promote scouts’ flexibility
 Reinstate the ‘Try Venturing’ Badge.
Recruitment
 Start a YouTube channel specifically for youth members to create and upload their own
videos on scouting.
 Have more accurate ad campaigns showing exactly what scouts do.
 Promote community involvement
 Promote the benefits of completing the award system.
 Promote international events, eg WSJ, aid trips and other countries’ Jamborees.
Ethnic and cultural minorities
 Promote involvement in local cultural groups.
 Use members of ethnic and cultural minorities in advertisement.
 Understand why certain peoples would be disinclined to join scouts based on cultural
reasons.
 Promote involvement of scouts in citizenship ceremonies.
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Vocational Education and Training and Recognition of Prior Learning. (VET & RPL)
Background:
Vocational Education and Training are being slowly incorporated into today’s scouts, not only for leaders
but also for Venturers. With this increase of opportunities it is important that this is promoted and
awareness is increased that these programs exist. Programs such as ‘Try a Trade’ can be seen at major
events such as AJ2010. Adventurous activity courses, vocational experiences and leadership programs
provide nationally recognized training via SAIT that can be used in ones future career paths.
Summary Of Discussions:
The Venturer award scheme already provides VET training in Leadership and Business, and in some
states can contribute towards the final rank when leaving school.
In some states SAIT provides nationally recognized qualifications in Adventurous activities. However this
does not occur in all states. These states should adjust their program to provide this training and
qualifications.
The amount of people aware of these programs is lacking, therefore a form of promoting this program
needs to be adhered. The Venturer Record book would be appropriate. Also a badge program with the
inclusion of a badge awarded for VET completion could be considered as a way to create awareness.
Vocations outside of the scouting scope, in regards to VET, such as trades (electrician, carpentry) were
discussed. This idea was strongly encouraged but the effort and resources to complete this task would
be exceedingly high (training of facilitators, facilities, resources). If one is serious about getting into a
trade, the appropriate option is to find the appropriate pathway to take. Partnering with other
institutions to encourage and promote vocational training will allow scouting to provide a pathway for
these people.

Recommendations:
The Venturers of the 2012 national Venturer Scout Youth Forum make the following recommendations
on this topic:






The inclusion of information within the Venturer Record Book regarding the VET opportunities
available to Venturers.
Advertising campaign to promote VET within scouting. Possibility of a badge (specialty) to be
awarded on completion of a VET course.
Investigate the possibility of partnering with outside institutions to provide, promote and
encourage the vocational training of career paths.
All braches providing Nationally Recognised Training aligning with industry standards in
adventurous activities.
Scout’s Australia should work with educational departments to ensure that all states receive
recognition of Queens Scout on high school certificate/university entrance rating.
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The Role of Venturers at Jamborees
Background:
Over recent Jamborees, Venturers have been referred to as “Junior Service Leaders” and have been
invited to attend Jamborees to provide additional and often essential support to activities. Their fee has
been an amount somewhere between a Scout and an adult Leader. At AJ2010 most Venturers worked
all ten days of the Jamboree, with only one day’s break. This discussion investigates the Jamboree
experience for Venturers, with a view to making it more productive and rewarding.
Summary Of Discussions:
This discussion centred around four main topics:
-

Pre Jamboree preparation: Large events like Venture are a good opportunity to promote Jamboree
to Venturers, but at AV2012 it has been insignificant among advertising for other Venture/Moot
events. Concerns were raised that both Venturers and leaders did not clearly understand the role
Venturers would play at Jamboree, and inadequate preparation was a significant issue.

-

Purpose of Venturers at Jamborees: Venturers fulfill a service role at the Jamboree, and should
expect to work on activity bases or other tasks for most of the days. However, social interaction
between Venturers was also deemed an important aspect of the Jamboree experience. Jamboree is
an important opportunity to promote the Venturer section; however, it was noted that at
Jamborees, Venturers are often unidentifiable, and have little direct interaction with Scouts.
Kaleidoscope is the most obvious Venturer presence, but in the past it has not been particularly
memorable.

-

Venturer entitlements: It was widely suggested that the Venturers at Jamboree should be
organized into units, with a common camping area so that Venturers can mingle socially. The
concept of work units was identified as a means of making sure Venturers do not feel isolated while
working at the Jamboree. The need for adequate free time was also emphasized. The possibility of
specific Venturer activities and retreats, similar but separate to those organized for leaders, was
also raised.

-

How Venturers should be treated: A large portion of the discussions addressed the relationship
between Venturers, adult leaders and Scouts, focusing on the need for the right level of
responsibility and respect. This relationship was deemed most problematic when very young
Venturers could blur the line between Scout and Venturer role.

Recommendations:
The Venturers of the 2012 national Venturer Scout Youth Forum make the following recommendations
on this topic:




Advertising for Venturers roles at Jamboree needs to be prominent at major Venturer events. The
badge work opportunities should be highlighted as an incentive for participation.
A handbook should be created to prepare Venturers for the Jamboree, and the Venturers within
each unit should be put in contact with one another before the event in order to establish a
constitution and set expectations
Unit leaders and welfare leaders at the Jamboree need to have a clear understanding of the role
of Venturers, to highlight the differences between Venturers and Scouts.
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The Jamboree passport activities should include a meal swap with Venturers, to promote contact
between sections, and encourage the Scouts to be on the lookout for Venturers.
The Venturers should be easily identifiable, either by clothing (eg. coloured hat) or banners at
Venturers run activity bases.
Kaleidoscope needs to be made more exciting, with hands on, engaging, memorable activities,
similar to those run in the contingent tents.
Venturers at Jamboree should be organized into units, to allow for a degree of autonomy and
self-organisation, and the unit structure could be extended into work rosters.
The workload should be moderated, with either 2 full days, or 1 full day and some half days of
free time, and the opportunity to participate in off-site activities.
A specific Venturer retreat should be available.
Venturers should expect to carry responsibilities in line with their experience and abilities.
Accordingly, there should be mutual respect between leaders and Venturers. The Scouts should
view Venturers as authoritative but not intimidating.
To ensure an adequate age and maturity level, a minimum age requirement should be put in
place, along with a Venturing skills badge requirement.
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16th Australian Venture Survey
Chris Wise, Chief Director of the next Australian Venture (AJ2015), asked for input for the next Venture,
from the forum delegates. A survey was put together that the delegates were free to complete at any
time during the day.
They were asked the following:
 What worked well at this Venture?
 What were your expectations before arriving at the Venture? Were these expectations fulfilled?
Is there anything that can be done to improve Venturer expectations before a Venture?
 Was there anything you would like to have been told before coming to the Venture?
 Was there anything you would like to have been told during the Venture?
 What recommendations do you have for the next Venture?

Executive Summary
The organisers of Wild Dayz should be extremely proud of their event. Feedback was overall very
positive, with most constructive feedback relating to tweaking the event for further improvement,
rather than making big changes. Almost all reported that their expectations of the Venture were well
and truly met. The social aspect of the Venture was clearly a key priority for their attendance, and
almost all of them were satisfied by this aspect.
Many positive comments were written about the activities, both on and offsite. Expeditions received
very positive comments, with some commenting specifically on the organisation and quality of their
own expedition. Evening entertainment had minimal positive or negative comments, although some
commented on the frequency and type of band, with the main suggestions being that they are not every
night, and that known bands be booked. One person suggested that a list of bands be published before
the event so that they could listen to some of their music before getting to the Venture. Barcode
scanning on/off site, and the activity booking system were noted by some Venturers as being smooth
and well implemented.
Many also commented that they would like to have known more about the on and offsite activities prior
to the Venture. Certainly they were satisfied overall with what was on offer, but some felt that during
the Venture the options were not very well described, especially for onsite activities – where and what
they could do. Being able to make their own choices of activities, and the level of flexibility
demonstrated by organisers, as well as not being controlled like a Jamboree, was appreciated.
One of the most common suggestions was that Venturers would like to be told about their expedition in
detail prior to leaving home. They felt they could be better prepared, and it would cause less confusion
especially for those leaving the night of the opening ceremony. Some also felt that expeditions could
start a day earlier, instead of staying onsite.
Roverscope received lots of praise as a great place to “chill out” and relax. They felt that Roverscope
worked well.
A number commented on the availability of welfare support and counsellors. They were concerned that
it was not well known that a counsellor was available and that welfare support was available through
contingents. One suggested that Ventures provide a welfare support team for anyone at the Venture.
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A number of comments were made about communication, both before and during the Venture. Mainly
these related to knowing what was going on. Putting speakers in places so that everyone could hear
better was seen as important. A message board for friends to leave messages for each other was
suggested. Having the radio station with announcements was a good idea.
Overall there was a high satisfaction with the catering. Some made suggestions about how to distribute
meals in an alternative way (eg. Unit timeslots, deliver to unit lines), but others commented that the
queues were quick. One person requested more availability of fruit.
A few Venturers noted that they liked that plates and bowls etc. were provided, but were annoyed that
they weren’t told this before the Venture (one verbally noted that the website said to bring own mess
kits). They would have liked to have not brought their own.
Although there was some opposing views, the site was generally well liked. Some said the activities
should be grouped closer together, others said keep them well spaced out. Some said more
shower/toilet facilities were required and that clothes washing facilities should be spread around the
site. Some said it was too big, others said it was the right size. Some mentioned increasing the
availability of shade.
There was some concern about the jump from pre-tours straight to expeditions and that Venturers
didn’t have time to do any clothes washing in between. One said that having the laundry ready to go on
the first day was important to help with this problem.
Below are the actual comments written by the delegates at the forum. By reading through these, other
consistent messages may be able to be picked up on.

Actual Comments
What worked well at this Venture?
The thing that worked well at this Venture was that all the activities kept us all pre occupied and busy like the sumo wrestling, fencing,
sword fighting, as well as the carnival rides, billy carts, mechanical bull.
The availability of offsite activities
Roverscope!
The movie shed.
Moving the music off the main stage into the DJ cave so that the party animals are kept happy and other people can sleep.
Carnival rides were awesome
I liked the site… with everyone camped together. It wasn’t too hard to find people.
Daylight saving
Chill area
The bands. The carnival. The bull/surfboard/wrestling games in Roverscope. [Radio] waking me up every morning. Radio – requests and
shout outs.
Expeditions
The music was good, but it played too late and started up too early [radio or on stage?]
Everything but the busses.
The management of the expeditions.
The creation of Roverscope as a chill zone.
The extremely good catering and the cutlery provided.
The layout of the site, everything was easy to access.
Offsite activity checkout worked fairly well.
The showers. Almost everything else.
Sign in & Out for activities. Scanning process.
Activities (on/off/expeditions) run well. Plenty of space.
Good campsite, whether [sic] could have been warmer…
Food was efficient & edible which was a bonus & everyone gets fed quickly.
Roverscope. Laser Skirmish. Sailing @ Beauty Point expedition.
Roverscope. Discos. Food vans. Meal times & area
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What were your expectations before arriving at the Venture?
I was thinking it would be a really great experience because I have not been to Tasmania before in my life.
It would be fun and will be able to meet heaps of new friends.
I expected it to be non stop action and fun where I get to meet lots of new people.
Heaps of people. New friends. Laid back onsite activities. Exciting off-sites/expeditions
Hot
Fun. Sun. Friends. Adventure
Fun. Meeting people.
Some aspects of the Venture , such as the Tarkine, held little appeal, while others filled me with anticipation.
Fun, meet new people.
Fun (adventurous activities and a variety of entertainment), many open, friendly, people, good food.
I expected it to be similar to my last venture, meaning fast paced and energetic.
It would be like AJ2010. Sub camps everywhere, shops everywhere, have to follow routine.
Noting really, I didn’t really know what it was about. Fun, making new friends.
Great, grassy site with lots of trees and many more facilities (showers, toilets)
It would be very busy and full on.
I was looking forward to catching up with all my friends interstate but also making heaps of new friends.
Fun. Continuously active. No sleep. Socialising.
I wasn’t sure what to expect and I don’t have much to compare this Venture to.

Were these expectations fulfilled?
Yes my expectations were fulfilled.
Yes
Yep. The program was even more flexible than I expected… it was good.
Fun = yes. Sun = No. Friends = Yes. Adventure = Yes
Yes
The Tarkine was better, but everything else was a little disappointing.
Yes
Yes – I have been extremely pleased with the quality of activities, entertainment, catering for specialities (veg.), and the attitudes of others.
Mostly a little slower [than last Venture], but I have enjoyed that.
Because there were less people at Wild Dayz the expectations of shops was a little exaggerated!
Yep.
Nope (Great, grassy site with lots of trees and many more facilities (showers, toilets))
Yes.
Yes, I was expecting more people but it was easy to find people and catch up.
Yes.
Yes & No.

Is there anything that can be done to improve Venturer expectations before a Venture?
No there is absolutely no need to have anything else done.
More information sent out beforehand which is concise and to the point so that it will actually be read.
I don’t think so. I think that surprises are good and we get enough info.
I would like to have got to know my unit.
Probably, but realistic or pessimistic expectations are better than false hope.
Promo videos, contingent meetings, past Venture participants sotirse.
Put more emphasis on the lack of formal activities or instruction.
Venture road show!!!
Better education about activities.
Better site choice, better layout. More info about expo’s, units & everything.
More information available about expeditions before signing up to them (put PDF of expo description of itinerary)
Find out about expeditions and what they involve.
Details of activities.
Pre-tour overlaps with expeditions was an issue for varied graps & caused annoyance with Venturers and leaders when returning to certain
areas on expedition. Perhaps more communication?
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Was there anything you would have liked to have been told before coming to the Venture?
No.
See above.
That I didn’t need a mess kit. I’ve been carrying around two…
My leaders name.
How long the food line is was.
More detailed weather information would have been useful and much appreciated.
Bring a mallet!
There would be no enforcement of the meal attendance.
More info on onsite activities. Also, let us know if you’re going to give us dilly bags and mess kits – saves so much effort.
That it would be very very cold.
The facilities they had. More pics. More things about expo’s such as if we were camping in tents or not.
Average weather for location. I expected Tassie would be cold -> not getting sunburnt from the sun.
Units could get jumpers, expeditions and what they involve. Cost of expedition.
Photos of the campsite & general weather conditions so I could prepare accordingly.
More detail of expeditions.
That my expedition overlapped with pretour.
More about what to expect
More details about activities both on/off site.
More understanding about the workings of staying onsite during the day.

Was there anything you would like to have been told during the Venture?
No.
No I had al the information I needed.
When they changed some offsite activities. I missed a bus because there was not enough warning.
And individualised timetable would have been useful, but otherwise no.
Advertise Moots louder, not just in Roverscope.
What was happening with the on site activities. Told what we can do. The units and expectations of all Vents.
Where to go to get some TLC.
Would be nice to know about all the things that are going on. Packing lunches for offsite activities.
When the dinner line was empty.
More info about the activities etc. While at venture. More knowledge (general) concerning the Venture.

What recommendations do you have for the next Venture?
No.
More activities such as beach volleyball. Eg. Basketball, table tennis, etc.
Washing machines are a priority – they need to be ready for people on pre tours who have one day between arriving and expeditions.
Make sure communication fine for offsite activities are really clear. This time around there were several mix-ups with bus times and the gear
we needed changed a bit from what the caving organisers said to Wild Dayz and what appeared on the list.
Put speakers well placed, not having areas where it is hard to hear.
Bands shouldn’t start straight after dinner. We need time to digest.
Have more washing/shower facilities.
Have somewhere to hang out when its hot.
Expeditions should start the day after we all arrive. If they don’t then everyone gets awkward/bored.
Don’t have salad sandwiches every day for lunch!
More onsite activities.
It was difficult to locate friends at this Venture, perhaps a message board where Venturers can write meeting places for their friends to read
later.
Choose a place with softer ground!!! And better people for the radio.
Start the expeditions on the first day.
Raise awareness of services to Venturers, many didn’t know about the counsellor even though it was in the Picket and a large amount more
also unaware of whop their welfare officers were.
More people working at help desks for offsite activities.
Dinner lines could be defined a little better.
An area in the shade to sit and relax.
Better site – soft ground.
More fruit available.
A better opening ceremony. Smaller Site: All space used making it seem much bigger. More dynamic site.
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Try to get more popular bands/music for the live music -> it can become a bigger night activity. No heavy metal/scream/etc as it kills the
mood.
Better laundry facilities -> dryers and more machines.
More general welfare support from a dedicated team.
Think through little things. Eg. Venturers will want to change offsite activities once they have friends from expeditions to go with.
For the meals, roster through units.
Don’t put speakers next to campsites.
That it should be Heaps Good. Get bands people have heard of / publicise who’s coming so we can listen to them.
Not have a queue for meals. Maybe distribute food between units.
Have all onsite activities near each other.
Maybe not have bands every nights.
Pools.
Move it to Tasmania.
More facilities: have bathrooms showers either side of the camp for bath.
Spread the dryers and washers across the site more, easier to access.
Segregate the activities better, so we have all activities in a general areas, not spread out.
Have more known bands – don’t have the radio going at the same time as the band.
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Forum Coordinator’s Report
Forum Format
The Forum was held from 9am – 5pm over one day of the Venture. A one hour briefing was conducted
in the evening, two days prior to the Forum, to get introductions and ‘house keeping’ matters out of the
way and allow maximum time for topic discussion.
The program of the forum day involved a morning of discussion time (about 3.5 hours), report writing
time after lunch (about 2 hours), and a formal (in uniform) presentation of findings at the end of the
day. Only eight of the delegates were needed for the report writing phase. During this time, the
remaining delegates participated in an open forum discussion, led by the NYC Vice Chair, on two topics
provided by the National Youth Council for input.
Delegates worked in groups of 5 (mixed Branches) to discuss and record their ideas. This worked well as
it allowed delegates to express a view to a small group. Ideas from all groups were put together into
topic groupings for the report writing phase.
Four topics were covered in the forum. Although emphasis was placed on groups tackling the topics in
any order and that it wasn’t expected that they got through all the topics, most groups were able to do
so. The Venturers participating in the report write-up were also able to complete the task within the
allotted time.
It is important that youth members who are prepared to volunteer their day instead of participating in
other, possibly more exciting, activities of the Venture, be recognised for their contributions. Certificates
were issued, however a more local thank you ought to be considered.
Recommendations
1. Future Venturer Youth forums retain this existing format.
2. Delegates be recognised and thanked by the respective Branches for their contributions to the
Forum.

Budget
The approximate cost of coordinating the Forum consisted of:
Postage
Envelopes
Certificate Paper
Morning/Afternoon Tea / Mints / Drinks
Consumables – butchers paper
TOTAL

$30.00
$10.00
$20.00
$60.00
$15.00
$135.00

Note that pens, and Textas were supplied from left over equipment from previous forums. Lunch
catering for the Forum was covered by the Venture also.
Recommendation
1. An amount of $150 is set aside in the Venture Budget for the future running of the youth forum
(consideration of inflation may need to be performed).
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Delegate Selection
The countdown to the Forum was kicked-off at the National Venturer Program Meeting in 2010. This
meeting was attended by Branch Commissioners for Venturer Scout and the National Commissioner
Youth Program. This was not attended by the forum coordinator, but an information sheet was
distributed outlining the plan and expectations for the forum.
Another opportunity to communicate with the Branch Commissioners occurred in May 2011 at the all
sections National Youth Program meeting. This meeting was an excellent opportunity to discuss the
Forum and ensure that branches were fully aware of what was needed of them.
Through the efforts of Stephen Smart, the Venture database administrator, Contingent Leaders were
able to nominate their delegates through the online Venture registrations system. The Status tab
displayed an option to flag a member as a forum delegate. BCs and Contingent Leaders were provided
written instructions on how to use this system. This system allowed the forum coordinator to keep track
of delegates, and communicate with them both prior to the Venture, as well as on site.
Branch commitment to finding delegates was much improved upon from the 2009 forum. By late
November 2011, all branches except ACT, Victoria and NT had nominated their delegates to the forum.
On contact with ACT, they immediately made their nominations. Victoria was able to submit names
once they arrived on site on January 3rd.
For the Forum to be truly representative, the delegates need to have the opportunity to discuss the
topics with other Venturers prior to the Forum. Unfortunately, this was not able to occur for delegates
from Victoria as they did not receive any relevant information prior to arriving on site.
Recommendations
1. The Forum Coordinator attends the Venturer Programming Meetings in the two years prior to the
Venture to ensure all Branch Commissioners understand the concept and expectations on them for the
Forum. Under the new arrangements for these meetings, an alternative method will need to be
investigated.
2. Branch Commissioners endeavour to cooperate in providing details of delegates well in advance of the
Venture.
3. The Youth Forum Coordinator should set a due date for delegate nominations as late as practically
possible. Late November would be a possibility so that a mail out could occur at the beginning of
December with Forum Details (including chosen topics). It will be important to consider that Venturer
Units will stop meeting around mid-December.
4. Continue to use the online registration system for contingents to nominate their delegates.

Topic Selection
At the all sections Youth Program Meeting in May 2011, a request was made to submit ideas for topics
of discussion at the Venturer Forum. Branches were invited to submit topics at any time via email to the
Forum Coordinator. Only a few were received.
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The National Youth Council was also asked if they had any questions or topics to put to the Venturer
Forum for input into their own discussion. Three topics were supplied.
The National Team, and primarily the National Youth Program Commissioner, were also asked for topics.
A number of topic ideas were received from this source.
A final selection of topics was made between the Youth Program Commissioner and the Forum
Coordinator in November 2011. Topics were then communicated to delegates via post in early
December 2011.
Two topics were reserved to be decided at the briefing session two nights before the Forum. This
worked well as it gave ownership of topics to the forum delegates and allowed burning issues from the
youth members themselves to be discussed.
Recommendations
1. The Forum Coordinator attend the Venturer Program Meeting in the year prior to the Venture to
collect and finalise topics. Under the new arrangements for these meetings, an alternative method will
need to be investigated.

2. Continue to encourage Branch Commissioners, National Team Members, the National Youth
Council, and Venturers themselves to have opportunities to select topics for discussion.

Venture Support
The Venture provided excellent support to the Youth Forum at all levels and a special thanks needs to be
given to all directors of the Venture Organising Committee and their teams. All requests were seen to
promptly.
Initial contact with the Venture Chairman was made at the previous Venture in 2009. Three years prior
to the event. More regular communication began approximately 18 months prior to the Venture. This
proved to be a good lead time to ensure the Venture Organising Committee and Youth Forum
Coordinator were able to put together a successful Forum.
Other useful support from the Venture Organising Committee included:
 Providing a location and resources for the Forum.
 Assisting with communication with delegates.
 Printing, photocopying, etc.
Recommendations
1. Initial discussions to begin with the Venture Organising Committee within two years of the next
Venture, and that a forum liaison be appointed from the committee. This could be the chairman,
if appropriate.
Note: An approach has already been made to the Chief Director of the 2015 Venture (South Australia) to
ensure that the Youth Forum is included in relevant planning for the event.
2. Maintain a good relationship and communications between the Forum Coordinator and Venture
Organising Committee to ensure positive outcomes for the Forum.
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Forum Program
Tuesday 10th January
7.00pm – 8.00pm
Pre-Forum Briefing Session for all delegates.
Explain the whys and history. (Powerpoint)
Discuss logistics, discussion topics & background, organise groups, meet
facilitators, meet each other. Select two more topics.
Plan for 20 delegates organised in to 4 groups of 5. Plan for 4 topics.
Tas CC/BC to speak – Mike Patten
Thursday 12th January
8.45am
Registration
9.00am

Welcome (John/Reg may speak)
Introduction of Guests (National/NRC/NYC/Branches/Venture/etc)
Reminder of outline and goals for the day.

9.10am

Break off into facilitation groups for topic discussion.
Each group to tackle topics in their own choice of order.
Each group has 3 ½ hours to cover 4 topics.

10.30am

Morning Tea Break
NYC Presentation at approx. 10.50am

Venture Feedback Questionnaire
(complete during discussions)

11.00am

Resume topic discussion.

12.30pm

Lunch Served.

1.15pm

Final Facilitation Session

1.45pm

Bring together groups for final discussion.
Assign pairs plus facilitator to each topic, if possible.
2 x MCs selected and take time to write their script/notes.

2.00pm

Begin report writing. 2 hours to complete. (Rehearse presentation if time)
Remaining Delegates with participate in an open forum discussion NYC topics
(Chris to facilitate)

3.30pm

All Delegates change into full uniform & help setup for presentation.
Location will be in the Function Centre
8 hour day:

3.45pm

VIPs begin arriving.
Afternoon tea served for all participants plus VIPs.

4.00pm

Introductions
Forum Report presentation to National Team/NYC/Branches/Venture Team/NRC
Reply from National/Branches/Venture

5.00pm

Final thankyous. Certificate presentation.
Group Photo
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3 ½ hours discussion time
2 hours report writing time
1 hour presentation
1 ½ meals and misc.
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